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Wild 1- the North
Three students from Kenyon University in the United States participated in this unit. There were three main objectives. The first was to enable
a reading of Western Australian writing in its relationship to the landscape - physical, social, and historical. The second was to locate Western
Australian writing within the post-colonial perspective of Australian writing. The third was to formulate an appropriate theoretical framework for
this. The central activity was a ten journey through the mid-west of western Australia. This intense experience was the equivalent of a whole
semester's single unit workload.
Andrew Taylor, Professor of English
Click the images for the full size pictures.
We covered over
2000 km in ten days,
leaving Perth early on
20th July and arriving
back on the afternoon
of 29th July. Travel



























While at Geraldton we






and only a few metres
above sea level. This
is the site of the
famous wreck of the








for the visit to the
islands.
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We continued north












which lives entirely on
small black ants.
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